Abstract. Let X 0 , X be mixing one-sided subshifts of finite type such that X 0 ⊆ X. We show a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of mixing Markov shifts Y 0 , Y , Y 0 ⊆ Y , and a conjugacy π : Y → X with π(Y 0 ) = X 0 , such that the sets of letters appearing in both systems are the same, more precisely, L 1 (Y 0 ) = L 1 (Y ).
Introduction
In this paper we address a question of codification of subshifts of finite type. Given two nested mixing one-sided subshifts of finite type, X 0 ⊆ X, we study the conditions for the existence of mixing Markov shifts Y 0 and Y , Y 0 ⊆ Y , conjugate to X 0 and X respectively, with the additional condition of using the same letters. This question is natural when you try to hide one subshift of finite type inside another in some maximal way.
Let us comment on two aspects of this question. First, the recoding of subshifts of finite type as Markov shifts can be achieved by classical methods in Symbolic Dynamics (for both one-sided and two-sided subshifts), in particular, the higher block presentation of subshifts. On the other hand, the restrictions imposed on the languages of the Markov shifts obtained after conjugacy lead us to think of methods of embedding (various theorems are well known in the two-sided case, see [LM] ) over some full shifts requiring some orbits of X 0 to be mapped into periodic points using the whole alphabet. However this process does not take care of the Markov property of the final subshifts obtained. Then it is necessary to develop a mixed method taking care of both conditions.
The article is laid out in three sections. Section 2 is devoted to definitions and a general background in the process of state splitting. The main result is given in section 3.
Definitions
In this section we give some tools from Symbolic Dynamics that shall be used in the sequel. We follow closely reference [LM] .
with f . If f is a conjugacy then f −1 is also defined by a local rule. A subshift X ⊆ A N is said to be of finite type (SFT) if there exist a positive integer N and a collection B of words of length N , such that x ∈ X if and only if x i ...x i+N −1 ∈ B for all i ∈ N. The integer N is called an order of X. An SFT of order 2 is called a Markov shift. Every SFT is conjugate with a Markov shift.
A Markov shift (MS) can be defined by a square nonnegative integral matrix M , or equivalently by a directed graph G M (this graph has M vv edges from vertex v to vertex v ). If the set of edges is E M then the MS X M is the set of x ∈ (E M ) N such that the terminal vertex of x i is the initial vertex of x i+1 for all i ∈ N. Another way to represent an MS X is by a directed graph where L 1 (X) is the set of vertices and there is an edge from a ∈ L 1 (X) to b ∈ L 1 (X) if and only if ab ∈ L 2 (X). Then X is the subshift defined by the one-sided infinite walks on the vertices of this graph. It is easy to see that the MS X M defined by the incidence matrix of this graph is conjugate to X, and it is called the arc representation of X. We recall that the incidence matrix of a graph is the 0-1 matrix indexed by the vertices which has a 1 in the entry corresponding to a pair of vertices if and only if there is an edge between them.
An SFT X is mixing if there is t 0 ∈ N such that for any pair of words w 1 , w 2 ∈ L(X) and any t ≥ t 0 we can find w ∈ L(X), |w| = t, with w 1 ww 2 ∈ L(X). A matrix which defines a mixing MS is irreducible and aperiodic. The mixing SFT using only one letter will be called trivial.
For a subshift X the predecessor and successor sets of a ∈ L 1 (X) are P X (a) = {a ∈ L 1 (X)|a a ∈ L 2 (X)} and S X (a) = {a ∈ L 1 (X)|aa ∈ L 2 (X)} respectively. Let us point out that if X = X M then the equality of sets P X (a) = P X (b) holds if and only if the initial vertices of a and b in G M coincide.
The following property will be used frequently. Let ϕ : X → Y be an (r + 1)-block conjugacy between the mixing MS X and Y . It is straightforward that ϕ is left resolving. That is, if ϕ(w 0 ...w r ) = a ∈ L 1 (Y ) and a ∈ P Y (a), then there is a unique b ∈ P X (w 0 ) satisfying ϕ(bw 0 ...w r−1 ) = a . Therefore there is a one-to-one relation between P Y (a) and P X (w 0 ). Left resolving maps are onto.
State splitting and amalgamation.
The ideas in this section originated in the work of R.F. Williams [Wi] . The properties that we describe can be found in [Wi] , [BFK] or [LM] .
Let M be an n × n nonnegative integral matrix and G M be its associated graph. Let V M and E M be the set of vertices and edges of G M respectively.
We describe an elementary splitting of G M . Fix v ∈ V M and partition the set of edges starting at the vertex v into two nonempty disjoint sets α 1 and α 2 . We construct a new graphḠ based on this partition as follows.
The vertex set ofḠ isV = (V M \ {v}) ∪ {v 1 , v 2 }. For each edge e ∈ α i , where i ∈ {1, 2}, put an edge inḠ from v i to the terminal vertex of e in G M if it is not v, and draw edges from v i to v 1 and v 2 otherwise. For each e ∈ E M starting at some vertexv,v = v, and ending at v put two edges inḠ, one of them fromv to v 1 and the other one fromv to v 2 . The other edges in G M remain identically inḠ, completing its construction. Denote byM the nonnegative integral matrix defininḡ G.M is called an elementary splitting of M , and M an elementary amalgamation ofM . The matrixM has a repeated column, the one corresponding to v 1 and v 2 . To obtain M fromM it is enough to eliminate one of these columns and add the rows corresponding to v 1 and v 2 , and index the new rows and columns in the natural way. We notice that if M is a 0-1 matrix the former process reduces to split G M following partitions of the vertices.
Given a nonnegative integral matrix M , there is another nonnegative integral matrix M t with no repeated columns that can be obtained from M after a finite number of elementary amalgamations (see [Wi] ). Also, it can be proved (see Lemma 2.7 in [BFK] ) that M t is unique up to conjugacy by a permutation matrix. M t is called a total amalgamation of M .
If M is an elementary amalgamation ofM then there is a one-block conjugacy ϕ : XM → X M with a two-block inverse ϕ −1 (see Theorem 4.10 in [LM] ); therefore X M and X Mt are conjugate by a one-block map ψ : X M → X Mt .
The result
Let X 0 ⊆ X be two nested mixing SFT. We know that X is conjugate to a mixing MS X M given by a nonnegative integral matrix M . Let M t be a total amalgamation of M , which is unique up to permutation; therefore X is also conjugate to X Mt . Fix one such representation and denote byX Mt the associated totally amalgamated system, by φ : X →X Mt the conjugacy, and putX 0 = φ(X 0 ). Observe thatX 0 is an SFT but it is not necessarily an MS.
Our main result is the following one. 
First, we supply two examples to illustrate how the conditions of the theorem apply. In the first one we present a pair of SFT (X, X 0 ) which fails to meet the condition of Theorem 3.1 and therefore the conclusion of the theorem does not hold. In the second example we exhibit a pair of SFT meeting the condition of the theorem, and we provide the corresponding conjugate MS and the conjugacy. Example 1. Consider the mixing one-sided Markov shift X ⊆ {0, 1, 2} such that the blocks 11, 12 and 21 are not allowed, and consider a subshift of finite type X 0 in X using the alphabet {0, 1}. This example fails to meet the condition of Theorem 3.1. In fact, the matrix which defines X is already totally amalgamated and for any pair of distinct letters a, b ∈ {0, 1, 2} there is c ∈ {0, 1, 2} such that ca is a block in X but cb is not an allowed block in X, or vice versa. As Theorem 3.1 says, it is impossible to recode this pair of systems as an MS, where the symbols used to describe the recoded version of X 0 are all the symbols used to describe the recoded version of X. Let us give an argument for that. If we suppose there are Markov shifts Y and Y 0 with Y 0 ⊆ Y using exactly the same letters, and a conjugacy ϕ : Y → X that maps Y 0 onto X 0 , then by a recursive argument it is possible to prove that ϕ is a letter to letter projection, that is, a 1-block map. Therefore X 0 and X use exactly the same alphabet, which is a contradiction.
N be the MS forbidding the two-blocks 11, 12 and 20, and
has the same predecessor set as 1 ∈ L 1 (X 0 ). This property is stronger than the condition of Theorem 3.1, as is proved below. On the other hand, it is not difficult to see that the matrix [2] is a total amalgamation for X, and then the condition of Theorem 3.1 is trivially satisfied. Now we define Markov shifts Y 0 and Y , where
N by forbidding the two-blocks 01, 20 and 22, and
The conjugacy ϕ : Y → X has the following block code: ϕ(00) = 0, ϕ(02) = 0, ϕ(21) = 0, ϕ(10) = 1, ϕ(12) = 1, ϕ(11) = 2. A simple computation yields ϕ(Y 0 ) = X 0 . The MS Y 0 is obtained after state splitting of X 0 with respect to the symbol 0, and ϕ is an extension of the resulting map to Y .
The proof of the theorem will follow once we have proved some lemmas and propositions. The following property will be useful. Let Z and W be subshifts with
Let us begin by showing that the condition of the theorem is necessary. For this we assume there is a conjugacy π : Y → X, where Y and
Let M be the 0-1 matrix defining Y , Y M be the arc representation of Y , and
Since X is conjugate withX Mt , we can construct a conjugacy π : Y M →X Mt with π (Y 0 ) =X 0 . Hence, by William's theorem (see Theorem 2.11 in [BFK] ), M and M t have the same total amalgamations. In particular, M t is a total amalgamation of M . Let π be a conjugacy from Y M toX Mt compatible with a sequence of elementary amalgamations from M to M t , and putŶ 0 = π (Y 0 ). The maps π and π induce an automorphism ϕ :X Mt →X Mt , where ϕ(Ŷ 0 ) =X 0 . Therefore, to state the necessary condition it is enough to prove that property (N ) can be transferred from (Y M , Y 0 ) to (X Mt ,Ŷ 0 ) and from (X Mt ,Ŷ 0 ) to (X Mt ,X 0 ). Lemma 3.2. Let ψ : X M → X M be a one-block conjugacy between the MS defined by the nonnegative integral matrices M and M , and let X 0 be a subshift contained in
Proof. Let b ∈ L 1 (X M ) and take y ∈ X M such that by ∈ X M . Since ψ is a conjugacy, there are unique a ∈ L 1 (X M ) and x ∈ X M with ψ(ax) = by. Fix a ∈ L 1 (X 0 ) which satisfies P XM (a) = P XM (a ), and take x 0 ∈ X 0 such that a x 0 ∈ X 0 . We will prove that
The point cby is in X M and it has a unique preimage by ψ, dax ∈ X M . This implies d ∈ P XM (a) = P XM (a ) and da x 0 ∈ X M . Therefore,
The other inclusion is shown in an analogous way.
The conjugacy π between Y M andX Mt is constructed as a composition of elementary amalgamations; then it is one-block. Therefore, by the last lemma, the pair (X Mt ,Ŷ 0 ) satisfies property (N ).
To show that ϕ preserves property (N ) it is necessary to go further into the structure of the automorphisms of one-sided MS. We will rely heavily on the results in [BFK] . Proof. From Theorem 2.12 in [BFK] it follows that the automorphism ϕ :X Mt → X Mt can be decomposed as ϕ = ϕ 0 • ϕ 1 , where ϕ 1 is a composition of simple automorphisms ofX Mt and ϕ 0 is a vertex automorphism ofX Mt . In particular, ϕ 0 is a one-block automorphism (definitions of simple and vertex automorphisms can be found in [BFK] ).
On the other hand, from Lemma 2.23 in [BFK] it follows that ϕ 1 satisfies the following property: for all x ∈X Mt and i ∈ N, (ϕ 1 (x)) i has the same initial and terminal vertex as x i in G Mt . Therefore, since (X Mt ,Ŷ 0 ) satisfies property (N ), for any vertex in G Mt there is a point in ϕ 1 (Ŷ 0 ) starting from it, that is, (X Mt , ϕ 1 (Ŷ 0 )) verifies property (N ).
To conclude the proof, observe that ϕ 0 is a one-block automorphism and ϕ 0 • ϕ 1 (Ŷ 0 ) =X 0 , so Lemma 3.2 implies that (X Mt ,X 0 ) also verifies the property.
We have proved the necessity of the condition of Theorem 3.1. The proof of the sufficiency is more involved. To do it we use state splitting.
, and a one-block conjugacy ϕ : W → W with ϕ(W 0 ) = W 0 such that ϕ −1 ({w}) = {w 1 , w 2 }, P W (w 1 ) = P W (w 2 ) and S W (w 1 ) ∩ S W (w 2 ) = ∅.
Proof. Since W 0 and W are mixing MS using more than one letter, there are states We have that
s }, and, since both atoms of
is also a mixing MS. In this new system S W (u i ) = {u i+1 }, i ∈ {0, ..., s − 2}. Thus, we can repeat the last procedure recursively until we reach state w. We obtain nontrivial mixing MS W
, for i ∈ {0, ..., s} (we have put
(1) the state w is split into the states w 1 and w 2 , ensuring that
We conclude by defining
0 , and ϕ : W → W as the composition of the one-block maps ϕ (i) .
Let W , W 0 , Z, Z be nontrivial mixing MS such that W 0 ⊆ W , Z ⊆ Z, and let π : W → Z be a two-block conjugacy. Let us point out that, since π is left resolving, we have P Z (π(vv )) = P Z (π(vv )) for vv , vv ∈ L 2 (W ). Now we define a property which strengthens this last one. We say that the 5-tuple (π, W 0 , W, Z, Z) satisfies property (P ) if the following conditions hold:
Notice that Z a is also a nontrivial mixing MS contained in Z which contains Z.
The following proposition will be used in the one-block version. For the sake of completeness we give a more general statement. Proposition 3.5. Let (π, W 0 , W, Z, Z) be a 5-tuple with property (P) and a ∈ L 1 (Z). Then there are mixing MS W 0 ⊆ W and a two-block conjugacy π : W → Z a such that π (W 0 ) = π(W 0 ) and the 5-tuple (π , W 0 , W , Z a , Z) has property (P). Moreover, π is one-block whenever π is one-block.
Proof. Let us fix a state w ∈ L 1 (W ) such that π(ww ) = a for some w ∈ L 1 (W ). This choice is possible because a ∈ L 1 (Z) and π is onto.
We apply Lemma 3.4 to w, W 0 and W in order to produce nontrivial mixing MS W and W 0 satisfying W 0 ⊆ W and L 1 (W ) = L 1 (W 0 ), and a one-block conjugacy ϕ : W → W such that ϕ(W 0 ) = W 0 and ϕ −1 ({w}) = {w 1 , w 2 } with P W (w 1 ) = P W (w 2 ), S W (w 1 ) ∩ S W (w 2 ) = ∅. Set π = π • ϕ; then it follows directly that the 5-tuple (π, W 0 , W , Z, Z) satisfies property (P ) and π(W 0 ) = π(W 0 ). Notice that if π is a one-block map thenπ is also one-block, withπ(w 1 ) =π(w 2 ) = π(w) = a.
The following property (Q) can also be deduced from this construction: (Q 1 ) if b =π(vv ) and b =π(vv ) with vv , vv ∈ L 2 (W ), then P Za (b) = P Za (b ); (Q 2 ) under the same conditions as in (Q 1 ) and v = w 1 or v = w 2 we have P Za (b) = P Za (b ) = P Za (a).
In fact, from property (P ) we get P Z (b) = P Z (b ) and P Z (b) = P Z (b ), and since ϕ is one-block, P Z (b) = P Z (b ) = P Z (a) and P Z (b) = P Z (b ) = P Z (a) whenever v = w 1 or v = w 2 , which proves the desired property.
The idea of the proof is to extendπ : W → Z to a factor map whose domain is an MS W containing W and whose range is Z a . In that purpose consider the sets of letters,
From property (Q) we deduce that, if u ∈ U and u ∈ S W (u), thenπ(uu ) ∈ B.
We define the Markov shift W through the set of two blocks
. Therefore for all u ∈ U there is a unique w i , i ∈ {1, 2}, such that w i u ∈ L 2 (W ) and w i u / ∈ L 2 (W ). Also W is a mixing MS. We extendπ to W by putting π (
. By construction, ifπ is one-block the resulting π is also one-block becauseπ(w 1 ) = π(w 2 ) = a. In the sequel we shall prove that π is a conjugacy between the mixing MS W and Z a . We begin by showing that π is a left resolving factor map onto
. From the construction it follows that P W (v) is equal to P W (v) when v / ∈ U, and P W (v) is equal to
The left resolving property ofπ implies that P W (v) and P Z (b) are in a one-to-one correspondence and {π (v v 
and there is a unique v ∈ P W (v) that is equal to w 1 or w 2 such that π (v v) = a. Hence ab ∈ L 2 (Z a ). We conclude that for any b ∈ P Za (b) there is a unique
Now suppose that v = w i for some i ∈ {1, 2} and b = π (w iv ) with w iv ∈ L 2 (W ) \ L 2 (W ); then b must be equal to a. We know from (Q) that P Za (a) = P Za (b ) for any b =π(vv ) with vv ∈ L 2 (W ). Then for any b ∈ P Za (a) there is
. Therefore π is a left resolving factor map from W to Z a . Now we will prove that π is one-to-one. Let x ∈ Z a . If x ∈ Z, there is a unique y ∈ W such thatπ(y) = π (y) = x. If we can find another y ∈ W such that π (y ) = x it must be in W \ W , and, for some integer i * ,
, which is a contradiction. Then x ∈ Z has a unique preimage by π . Furthermore, since π is left resolving, we can extend this last property to the points x = zx ∈ Z a such that z ∈ L(Z a ) and x ∈ Z. In fact, the unique preimage of x is y = z y , where |z | = |z|,π(y ) = x , and z is uniquely determined from z, x and y by using the left resolving property.
It remains to consider the case when x ∈ Z a and for infinitely many coordinates we have
. We have that w 1 ∈ U if and only if w 2 ∈ U. In fact, from property (Q) we have that aπ(w 1 v) ∈ L 2 (Z) \ L 2 (Z) if w 1 ∈ U and v ∈ S W (w 1 ). Again by using property (Q) we obtain that, forv ∈ S W (w 2 ), P Z (π(w 1 v)) = P Z (π(w 2v )) = P Z (a) and P Z (π(w 1 v)) = P Z (π(w 2v )) = P Z (a). Then w 2 ∈ U. Therefore, there is at most one j ∈ {1, 2} such that w j w 1 , w j w 2 ∈ L 2 (W ) \ L 2 (W ). It follows that P W (w 1 ) = P W (w 2 ) and also π (vw 1 ) = π (vw 2 ) for anyv ∈ P W (w 1 ). Therefore, for any c ∈ P Za (a) there is a uniquev ∈ P W (w 1 ) such that π (vw 1 ) = π (vw 2 ) = c. This implies that the value of y j−1 is uniquely determined, and therefore, for all i < j, y i is determined. Thus, applying the last argument for infinitely many j, we find a unique y ∈ W such that π (y) = x. We have proved that π is a two-block conjugacy between the mixing MS W and Z a .
To conclude we show that (π , W 0 , W , Z a , Z) has property (P ). We have already mentioned that W 0 and W are nontrivial mixing MS with W 0 ⊆ W , L 1 (W 0 ) = L 1 (W ), and π : W → Z a is a two-block conjugacy which is one-block if π is oneblock. Furthermore, since W 0 = W 0 we also have the property
Finally, to establish property (P 1 ) it is enough to observe that for
, the letter π (w i v) = a has the same predecessor set in Z as any other symbol a ∈ L 1 (Z) such thatπ(w iv ) = a for w iv ∈ L 2 (W ), because (π, W , W 0 , Z, Z) has property (P ).
Proof. Put L 1 (Z) = {a 1 , ..., a s }. By applying recursively Proposition 3.5 we prove the existence of 5-tuples (
, Z) with property (P ), where
0 , W (s) , Z (s) = Z, Z) satisfies the requirements of the corollary.
Let π : W → Z be a two-block conjugacy between the nontrivial mixing MS W, Z, and let W 0 be a mixing MS contained in W such that L 1 (W 0 ) = L 1 (W ). Let Z be a mixing MS containing Z. We will say that the 5-tuple (π, W 0 , W, Z, Z) has property (P * ) if it satisfies the following additional conditions:
It is straightforward that Z * a is also a nontrivial mixing MS. Properties (P * 1 ) and (P * 3 ) of (P
Proposition 3.7. Let (π, W 0 , W, Z,Z) be a 5-tuple with property (P * ), and let Proof. Fix a ∈ L 1 (Z) and w ∈ L 1 (W ) such that P Z (a ) = P Z (a) and π(ww ) = a for some w ∈ L 1 (W ). Now apply Lemma 3.4 to w, W and W 0 in order to produce nontrivial mixing MS W and W 0 , where W 0 ⊆ W and L 1 (W ) = L 1 (W 0 ), and a one-block conjugacy ϕ : W → W which satisfies ϕ(W 0 ) = W 0 and ϕ −1 ({w}) = {w 1 , w 2 }. We also recall that P W (w 1 ) = P W (w 2 ) and S W (w 1 ) ∩ S W (w 2 ) = ∅. Therefore, the 5-tuple (π, W 0 , W , Z, Z), whereπ = π • ϕ, has property (P * ) and π(W 0 ) = π(W 0 ). In addition we have the following property (Q * ):
It follows from properties (Q * 1 ) and (Q * 2 ) that w 1 ∈ U if and only if w 2 ∈ U. The MS W is defined in such a way that
The subshift W is mixing and L 1 (W ) = L 1 (W ). Define the map π with domain
for a unique i ∈ {1, 2}, and π (w i w 1 ) = π (w i w 2 ) = a. This means that properties (Q * 1 ) and (Q * 2 ) are also satisfied with respect to π and W .
Let us show that π is a two-block conjugacy from W to Z * a . First notice that for
, and only in the case when b ∈ B is the block ab added to the last set. Furthermore, sinceπ is left resolving, the map π produces all the blocks b a ∈ L 2 (Z * a ), b ∈ P Z (a ), and the block aa if a ∈ B. This shows that π (W ) ⊆ Z * a . In an analogous way as in Proposition 3.5 we can show that for every b ∈ L 1 (Z * a ), v ∈ L 1 (W ), and b ∈ P Z * a (b) with π (vv) = b for somev ∈ S W (v), there is a unique v ∈ P W (v) such that π (v v) = b . This means that π is a left resolving factor map from W to Z * a . To prove that π is one-to-one, sinceπ is a conjugacy, we only have to look at those points x ∈ Z * a such that for infinitely many coordinates we have x i = a. In this case, if we take i ≥ 2 with x i = a and y ∈ W such that π (y) = x, then y i ∈ {w 1 , w 2 }. Since π is left resolving and π (vw 1 ) = π (vw 2 ) for any v ∈ P W (w 1 ), there is a unique y i−1 such that π (y i−1 w 1 ) = π (y i−1 w 2 ) = x i−1 . Therefore, if we use the left resolving property recursively, we conclude that y 1 ...y i−1 is uniquely determined for all i ≥ 2. Then y is unique and π is a conjugacy.
We have constructed a two-block conjugacy between the nontrivial MS W and Z * a , and an
3 ) is straightforward. On the other hand, by construction, the MS Z * a already has both blocks in L 2 (Z) with letters in L 1 (Z) ∪ {a}, so it satisfies property (P * 1 ). Finally, by using the facts that (π, W 0 , W , Z, Z) has property (P * ) and property (Q * 2 ) with respect to π and W , we can prove that (P * 2 ) is also true. Proof. Put L 1 (Z) \ L 1 (Z) = {a 1 , ..., a s } and suppose that for each i ∈ {1, ..., s} there is c ∈ L 1 (Z) ∪ {a 1 , ..., a i−1 } such that a i c ∈ L 2 (Z). By using Proposition 3.7 we construct for each i ∈ {1, ..., s} a 5-tuple (π (i) , W Proof of Theorem 3.1. We have already discussed the necessity of the condition, which results from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. In order to prove the sufficiency, it is enough to show it for the systemsX Mt andX 0 . A simple composition and Lemma 3.3 serves to conclude. For simplicity we will denote by V the mixing MSX Mt and by V 0 the mixing subshift of finite typeX 0 . We also assume that for any a ∈ L 1 (V ) there is a ∈ L 1 (V 0 ) such that P V (a) = P V (a ). Both V 0 and V are nontrivial.
Let N be an order of the SFT V 0 . Now define for each i ∈ {1, ..., N } the following mixing MS:
. . .
. .
Observe that the MS V . We denote this projection by ϕ (i+1) , soV
). Notice thatV (1) 0 , V ) with property (P * ) and π(W 0 ) = V 0 . To achieve it we use a recursive process.
such that ϕ (x) =x, ϕ (y) = y and ϕ (z) = z. Since ϕ moves no periodic points, it follows from Lemma 1.4 in [BK] that ϕ can be extended to an automorphism ϕ : X → X. Now, ϕ is a conjugacy such that L 1 (ϕ(X 0 )) = L 1 (X). Therefore, to finish the proof we can use Theorem 3.1 to produce a conjugacy π : Y → X, where Y and Y 0 = π −1 (X 0 ) are two-sided mixing MS with L 1 (Y 0 ) = L 1 (Y ).
